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Introduction
1. Australian Junior Cricket Pathway
The Australian Junior Cricket Pathway was developed back in 2016 and is designed to provide a clear path from Woolworths Cricket Blast into Junior Cricket. It is
developed using a staged approach that is based on research, testing and community feedback. The stages are considerate of the physical, mental and emotional
development of kids.
The stages designed for those players when they reach Junior Cricket are built on achieving the following outcomes:
➢
➢
➢
➢

MORE FUN
MORE ACTION
INCREASED SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LESS TIME

A key principle of the Australian Junior Cricket Pathway is for players to participate in a game environment that is reflective of their physical development. As a result,
the game formats for kids aged U10-13 have less players, smaller boundaries, smaller ball sizes and shorter pitch lengths.

2. Australian Cricket Infrastructure Fund (ACIF)
In order to be eligible for ACIF funding, and in line with the Australian Cricket Infrastructure Fund Guidelines (2021/22):
• One of Cricket Australia’s recommended ‘Centre Pitch’ or ‘Training Net’ marking design options must be applied to any centre synthetic cricket pitch or training net upgrade,
replacement and/or installation project.
• Pitch marking colours are to be in accordance with the provided colour scheme (16m = blue, 18m = orange)

Pitch length measurements and marking design options
3. Pitch Length Measurements

4. Pitch Marking Design Options
Centre Pitch
PITCH
LENGTH

POPPING / BATTING
CREASE MARKING
(FROM STUMPS)

Solid lines*

Tabs
2.4m to 2.8m

2.4m to 2.8m

Under 11

16m

14.78m

Junior Cricket (2) Playing and
Competing

Under 13

18m

16.78m

*The solid lines option is Cricket Australia’s preferred marking design. This is provided
solid line markings do not present a safety and/or playability issue as a result of uneven
or inconsistent surface levels (e.g. inserting a separate piece of grass/a risen line
marking that may create invariable ball bounce and/or participant footing issues).

1.22m
1.22m

1.22m

Tip: A small marking on the side of
the pitch will help identify where
portable stumps should be placed
(1.22m behind crease marking).

1.22m
1.22m

1.22m

14.78m

16.78m

20.12m

16.78m

14.78m

1.22m
14.78m
1.22m
1.22m

1.22m

14.78m

16.78m

20.12m

25m to 28m

Note: Whilst not requiring marking, portable stumps are to be
positioned 1.22m behind the respective junior format level
popping / batting crease as shown (
).

1.22m

1.22m

Junior Cricket (1) Playing the Game

Note: Diagrams
not drawn to scale

25m to 28m

AGE RANGE
(INDICATIVE ONLY)

16.78m

FORMAT

Pitch length measurements and marking design options
Training Nets
Solid line (one end)

1.22m

Net width 3.6m

1.22m

1.22m

16.78m

1.22m

20.12m

14.78m

Pitch width 2.4m

Tip: A small marking on the
side of the pitch will help
identify where portable stumps
should be placed (1.22m behind
crease marking).

Tip: Whilst not requiring marking, portable
stumps are to be positioned 1.22m behind
the respective junior format level popping /
batting crease as shown (
).

Number of training nets at your
venue/facility

Minimum number of training nets requiring junior pitch markings

1

1

2

2

3

2

4-5

3

More than 5 nets

50% of nets

Note 1: Adjacent diagram is not drawn to scale and has been designed to provide guidance on junior pitch
markings only. Please refer to Cricket Australia’s Community Facility Guidelines for further guidance on centre
pitch and training net design.
Note 2: In line with centre pitch recommendations, solid line markings are not to present a safety issue as a result
of uneven or inconsistent surface levels (e.g. inserting a separate piece of grass/a risen line marking that may
create participant footing issues).

